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Introduction {#sec1}
============

In humans a single odorant molecule might be described by different perceptual descriptions, influenced by culture, language, and experience ([@bib29]). Such complexities suggest that, although olfactory circuitry is structurally similar across species, language or experience, which is dynamic and constantly evolving, could be a strong determinant of perceptual experience for humans. But even though the implication is that odor perception should be highly subjective, studies have shown that genetic variability in odorant receptors (ORs) contributes to odor perception. Equally, machine learning has accurately predicted perceptual descriptors of odorants from chemical features, suggesting that physicochemical properties influence perception ([@bib9]; [@bib15]; [@bib21]; [@bib23]; [@bib25]; [@bib38]; [@bib41]). Moreover, modeling human odor perception using a large semantic similarity space has shown that accurate predictions of perceptual ratings are possible even when training and prediction are done on completely different study samples. That is, in aggregate human perceptual descriptors do not appear to be arbitrarily used and are generalizable ([@bib15]).

The connection between odorant receptor activity and perception is not as well defined. It is unclear that the activity of specific ORs confers odor identity. For instance, although the human odorant receptor OR5AN1 is highly selective to musk-smelling chemicals, less selective ORs also respond to these chemicals ([@bib2]). In simpler systems like insects, there is some evidence that activation or inhibition of certain odorant receptors is sufficient to drive behaviors from attraction and aversion to courtship, supporting the possibility of an underlying olfactory receptor code for perception ([@bib7]; [@bib11]; [@bib24]; [@bib26]; [@bib48]; [@bib50]). Since these genetic studies are not feasible in humans, it is not yet clear how an olfactory receptor code can be generalizable, or whether it exists. It is, however, becoming increasingly plausible that there is indeed a perceptual code in humans. A few key odorant receptors have been reported for perceptual attributes other than musk ([@bib45]) such as onion ([@bib37]), general food-related volatiles ([@bib13]), and steroids ([@bib20]). Sequence variation in the OR7D4 receptor has been shown to alter the perception of androstenone from a "sweaty," unpleasant smell to one that is mildly "sweet" and pleasant ([@bib20]). More recently, the specific amino acid residues of OR5AN1 that are responsible for its high selectivity to musk-smelling chemicals have also been confirmed ([@bib2]). These studies were possible owing to three types of information: (1) perceptual responses of humans, (2) the odorant receptors that detect the chemicals from heterologous expression systems, and (3) genetic studies ([@bib53]). Obtaining this information is not trivial for reasons that include the difficulty of receptor deorphanization and that behavioral responses are known for only a fraction of the purported volatile space, owing to low throughput data collection with human volunteers.

Although some of these limitations are not easily overcome, we reasoned that it would be of interest to leverage machine learning/artificial intelligence to better understand the ligands of odorant receptors and clarify the role of odorant receptor activity on human perceptual coding. Most prior machine learning efforts have focused on modeling odor perception according to the chemical features of odorants. Although these studies have shown promise and provide evidence for the physicochemical basis of odor perception, chemical features alone do not offer clear insight into biological coding, as this would require additional information about the olfactory receptors that odorants activate. Moreover, it is an extremely challenging task to isolate the olfactory receptors that are relevant to a percept.

Here, we tested if human odorant receptor responses from heterologous assays could be used in lieu of chemical features for modeling human odor perception and also developed models incorporating both approaches. We first created machine learning models to predict ligands for 34 human ORs. We could then use these models to evaluate how OR activity predicted perceptual descriptors. To start, we focused on hundreds of chemicals that human volunteers previously evaluated ([@bib19]) and selected ORs that best predicted perceptual descriptors on a portion of training chemicals. Surprisingly, the prediction accuracy for models of only a few top scoring ORs compared favorably with large physicochemical feature models on 69 test chemicals ([@bib21]), emphasizing that a small percentage of the OR pool is particularly useful for a given percept. This also suggested that specific subsets of ORs may be highly tuned to certain perceptual qualities, as implied in a prior network analysis of odorant receptors and perceptual descriptors ([@bib3]).

Results {#sec2}
=======

Modeling OR Responses Using Chemical Features {#sec2.1}
---------------------------------------------

Each odorant receptor is activated by a unique set of chemicals, and together the large olfactory receptor family can detect a vast chemical space. We compiled a database of 84 deorphanized human ORs and 54 allelic variants that have been tested with multiple odorants, altogether adding up to \~170 odorants ([@bib1]; [@bib4]; [@bib5]; [@bib8]; [@bib12]; [@bib14]; [@bib16]; [@bib17]; [@bib20]; [@bib28]; [@bib30]; [@bib31]; [@bib33]; [@bib34]; [@bib35]; [@bib36]; [@bib40]; [@bib42]; [@bib44]; [@bib45]; [@bib46]; [@bib52]). In order to generate more comprehensive odor response profiles of these ORs, we used machine learning to model structure-activity relationships. Among the 138 ORs, only 34 have a sufficient number of known ligands for machine learning models. For each of the 34 ORs, predictive chemical features were identified from the known ligands ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). We validated the models by predicting ligands on a subset of odorants that were randomly left out of the training dataset, repeating this several times. The prediction success was high for the 34 models (average AUC = 0.88; shuffled chemical features average, AUC = 0.51, p \< 10^−32^) ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B, [S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A, and S1B; [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).Figure 1Features of Human Odorant Receptor Ligands Can Be Learned and New Ligands Predicted(A**)** Pipeline for generating probability scores for chemicals with perceptual data. Starting with lists of ligands from heterologous assay data SVM models learn predictive physicochemical features for a subset of human ORs and OR variants with \>2 ligands (34 total). These trained models in turn predict new chemicals such as those with known perceptual profiles.(B) Average performance of 34 OR models using repeated 10-fold cross-validation.(C) Number of ligands predicted for each of the 34 ORS in \~400,000 eMolecules library after filtering based on optimal probability score cutoffs and structural similarity to known ligands.(D) Sample of enriched substructures among the top 10 predicted chemicals for indicated ORs. Only substructures that were non-trivial and present in at least half of the 10 highest scoring chemical ligands are shown. A comprehensive table of substructures for other receptors is provided in [Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The OR-ligand predictive models also gave us an opportunity to identify new ligands for the 34 ORs from a large chemical library (\~450,000). In doing so, we developed a theoretical space that expands the existing data by a factor of 10 ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). Enriched structural features were identifiable among the top predicted ligands for each OR, illustrating simple 2D features that are presumably important for activating each receptor ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D; [Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Modeling Odorant Percepts from OR Responses {#sec2.2}
-------------------------------------------

A key question in olfaction is how activities of ORs contribute to different perceptual qualities. Specific receptors contribute to androstenone perception ([@bib20]); however, little is known about odorants commonly perceived as flavors and fragrances. One possibility is that their perception depends on a model similar to androstenone and one or few receptors contribute to perception. Alternatively, a model involving a combinatorial code of a large number of ORs is also possible, particularly since unlike androstenone, most odorants activate multiple ORs. In order to test these possibilities, we performed a series of analyses on a large dataset of human odor perception ([@bib19]). Not only were a large number of chemicals tested by volunteers in this study, but computational studies have successfully demonstrated structure-percept relationships ([@bib15]; [@bib21]; [@bib22]; [@bib41]). However, several odorants used in the behavior study have not been tested for OR activities. We therefore used the OR-ligand models in the previous section to estimate activity for chemicals (Data S1), designating similar training and testing chemicals as described before ([@bib21]) (407 training; 69 testing chemicals) ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Models containing only a few optimal ORs successfully predicted the perceptual descriptors for test chemicals (average test AUC = 0.78) ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B), particularly when compared with a similar approach based on different physicochemical feature encodings rather than ORs ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). Lastly, because the activity on the 34 ORs was known for some chemicals in the ([@bib19]) study, and it was unclear if this might affect the results, we revisited the analysis with these chemicals removed (326 train; 54 test chemicals). Test performance was not significantly reduced, compared with the earlier analysis (p = 0.234).

We next turned to another psychophysical study (ATLAS) that evaluated 146 perceptual descriptors for \~150 odorants. As before, most perceptual descriptors were well predicted from a small subset of ORs, despite the larger, more diverse descriptor pool in this study ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) (top 50 best performing: 10 ORs: avg. AUC = 0.84). When we compared the performance of the OR activity with the optimal chemical features, 47/146 perceptual descriptors were better predicted using the ORs. In light of this excellent performance, we further investigated ORs whose contributions to percept predictions are highest. Interestingly, only a few select ORs contributed strongly to the prediction of some perceptual descriptors ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 2OR Activity Can Model Diverse Olfactory Percepts in Human StudiesPerformance of RBF SVM models trained with 10 ORs for ATLAS study data. The top 10% usage chemicals are predicted for all 146 perceptual descriptors in the study. Successful classification of these chemicals is reported as the mean Area Under the Curve (AUC) over repeated 10-fold cross-validation (10-fold repeated 5 times; 50 folds total). To limit biased validation, the procedure was run twice, setting aside different test chemicals, determining important OR subsets to predict the descriptors with these chemicals excluded, then ensuring that the cross-validated AUC comprised 60% completely hidden chemicals. The variability in the plot is the standard deviation over these two distinct runs. High variability may arise as the top 10% usage is computed from the training data. SVM, Support Vector Machine; RBF, Radial Basis Function; additional algorithm details in methods.Figure 3Contribution of ORs to Perceptual ModelsImportance of individual ORs for machine learning models of each of the 146 ATLAS perceptual descriptors. The heatmap is generated by fitting models for each OR separately and scaling relative to maximum AUC (100). Importance is shown with the most important ORs in blue. Labels for the perceptual descriptors (yaxis) and ORs (xaxis) are arranged relative to similar importance values.

In order to expand the scope and utilize activity information from the 104 ORs with few known ligands, we computed 3D similarity between chemicals in the ATLAS study and the OR ligands ([@bib27]) and identified the most likely active compound for each of the 104 ORs (materials and methods). When incorporating these additional ORs into the pipeline, predictions improved slightly for some perceptual descriptors. Among the top 50 best predicted descriptors, smaller OR models were significantly better than all 138 ORs on the test data (10 ORs AUC = 0.84; 138 OR AUC = 0.80, t = 2.76, p = 0.007), suggesting that the additional information was not often useful ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). These 138 ORs still represent just a third of the human OR repertoire, and we anticipate our approach will help identify even better sets of ORs that are tuned to specific perceptual qualities as more human ORs get deorphanized.

Modeling Odorant Percepts from OR Responses and Chemical Features {#sec2.3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Because many previous efforts have focused on predicting odor perception with chemical features ([@bib21]), we tested if adding ORs could improve the predictions. We selected OR6P1, an OR ranked highly for "Cinnamon," as a test case and added it to 34 optimal chemical features. Interestingly, we found a notable increase in predictive success on test chemicals (mean AUC chemical features: 0.77, mean AUC chemical features + OR6P1 = 0.81) ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A).

To determine if ORs could improve predictive models in an unbiased manner across the 146 perceptual descriptors, we combined the odor response information of the 138 ORs and the chemical features, selecting a small subset of important ORs and chemical features to create machine learning models ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). We found that removing the top-ranked ORs and replacing them with those of lesser importance negatively impacted predictions for some descriptors ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). If we permuted the activities of the optimal or top-ranked ORs for a given descriptor, the overall test performance significantly dropped (p \< 10^−7^), with 82% of descriptors better predicted with non-permuted ORs ([Table S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Collectively, these results indicate that specific ORs appear to contribute more than others and perceptual predictions are generally improved by including ORs ([Table S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"})Figure 4Few Odorant Receptors Are Needed to Predict Perceptual Descriptors(A) Schematic of the approach to selecting a small number of important chemical features and ORs, followed by model-fitting. Two methods, including replacing top-ranking ORs with those of lesser importance and permuting (shuffling) the OR activities, help identify perceptual descriptors where ORs contribute relative to chemical features. To standardize the analysis, the training and validation are as outlined in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}.(B**)** Combined chemical feature-OR models predict the top 10% usage of ATLAS perceptual descriptors. The (∗) symbol signifies a notable decrease in performance occurred if the ORs were replaced with ones of lesser importance (one-tailed independent samples t test, p ≤ 0.05). For the comparison with permuted or shuffled OR activities, other metrics, and benchmarking relative to chemical features, see [Tables S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

In order to visualize relationships among the perceptual descriptors based on predictive ORs and chemical features, we next performed a cluster analysis. When examining the clustering based only on perceptual ratings of chemicals ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A), we found the top five predictive ORs grouped the perceptual descriptors similarly ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B). Notably, randomly selecting five ORs failed to produce any meaningful groups or clusters of perceptual descriptors ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C). Combining the most predictive ORs and chemical features improved the clustering of perceptual descriptors ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}D). Overall, the descriptors that were best clustered in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A (silhouette width \> 0.3) matched completely or partially with [Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B and 5D, with the exception of "Fishy" and "Kippery." This indicates that relationships among perceptual descriptors in the ATLAS training set are somewhat preserved in OR activity or chemical feature models, even when only a small amount of chemical or information is included in each model.Figure 5A Few Key ORs or Chemical Features Sensibly Cluster the Perceptual Descriptors(A) Dendrogram representation of the Euclidean distances among perceptual descriptors based on overlap of perceptual response data (% Usage) from chemicals in the ATLAS study.(B) Dendrogram from the top five ORs picked per perceptual descriptor.(C) Dendrogram created from five randomly chosen ORs per perceptual descriptor.(D) Dendrogram from the five best overall predictors including OR and chemical features per perceptual descriptor. Clustering is hierarchical and based on Euclidean distance (A) or the Jaccard distance (B--D). Cluster number (colored branches) inferred from gap statistic across bootstrap samples.

Modeling with *In Vivo* OR Response Data from *Drosophila* {#sec2.4}
----------------------------------------------------------

One of the interesting observations we have is that only a few ORs are picked and are sufficient to create predictive models of odor perception. However, the perceptual descriptor---to---OR mapping we analyzed here represents data from only \~20% of the human OR repertoire and one possibility is that when more ORs are available to pick from, a larger number will be selected computationally as optimal. In order to understand the contribution of specific olfactory receptors to behavior in a system where a large fraction of odorant receptors have been deorphanized, we turned to the *Drosophila melanogaster* model system. *In vivo* odor-response spectra are known for several odorants for the majority of odorant receptors (Ors) and olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) in the adults, as well as the behavioral valence (attraction versus aversion) to these odorants ([@bib26]; [@bib56]).

We adapted our approach to predict behavioral valence of flies ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A), and we could do so with significant success using a small number of important chemical features and electrophysiologically measured responses from sensory neurons. Similar to what we observed with human ORs, a subset of the *in vivo Drosophila* Or activities was favored for odor valence predictions, beyond collections of numerous chemical features ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B). Evaluating the best valence predictors for test chemicals from a combined set of Or/ORN activities and chemical features indicated that the Or/ORNs significantly contributed to odor valence predictions, consistent with the *in vitro* human data (R^2^ = 0.66; Shuffle ORs + Chemical Features: 0.51, p = 0.007) ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}C). These results also suggested that a small number of *Drosophila* Or/ORN activities is highly predictive on the same set of test chemicals. Interestingly, additional Ors/ORNs failed to improve predictions (Or/ORN subset: R^2^ = 0.53; all other ORs: R^2^ = 0.40, p = 0.015) ([Table S5](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Although this type of analysis remains to be done in humans, the results from flies suggest that even when a more comprehensive receptor or neuron array is added, only a small subset of the available receptors appears information rich as far as behavioral predictions are concerned ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}D).Figure 6Few Odorant Receptor Activities in *Drosophila* Are Highly Predictive of Valence(A) Schematic for applying machine learning to identify optimal predictors of odor valence in *Drosophila* from *in vivo* neural activity and chemical features. The best combined model is evaluated on test chemicals. OR contributions to *Drosophila* odor valence are assessed by shuffling the OR activities in the combined model as well as comparing the best OR versus all ([Table S5](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).(B**)** Selecting chemical features and *in vivo* OR activities that optimally predict odor valence. Recursive feature elimination (RFE) is run twice to accomplish this. Selection in the top 10 over these runs is plotted as a percent. Additional details on selecting optimal models in methods.(C) The best combined model is evaluated on test chemicals, with and without the OR activities shuffled. Error bars are the SEM.(D**)** Generic model displaying a many-to-one mapping between ORNs and glomeruli. Although there are \>1 responding units (ORs), information that confers perceptual character is restricted to a smaller subset of the input.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

Although previous machine learning pipelines have found some success using chemical features, selecting the optimal feature sets for predictions of perception is not well defined. We found that human odorant responses from heterologous assays could be used with comparable and sometimes better predictive success. In part, the result is anticipated by the fact that each OR is presumably selective to very specific physicochemical features themselves. Both the human perceptual descriptor and fly valence predictions suggest that a substantive portion of odor identity arises early in the processing stream, at the olfactory receptors, based on high predictive success rates (\~76%--91%). It is likely that the remaining portion depends on experience-dependent modulation, supporting a downstream model with reliance on distributed neuronal networks for human perceptual coding. Our findings support a "primacy model" that holds that a small number of distinct and overlapping olfactory receptor activity profiles encode odor identity ([@bib55]). Although increasing concentration activates more receptors, the highest sensitivity receptors start responding first as an animal approaches an odor source and presumably continue to convey the identity. Such a model is consistent with the findings reported here and by others ([@bib54]) because it appears that only a few ORs contribute to a perceptual descriptor and it is therefore also tractable to predict how a chemical smells from specific physicochemical properties.

Nevertheless, it is unclear how information arising early in the olfactory pathway is preserved along the complex circuits and can in fact lead to generalizable perceptual features. The spatial organization of the olfactory receptor neurons and glomeruli are for one not well preserved in the piriform cortex. Unlike the retinotopic and tonotopic patterning observed in the visual and auditory cortices, representing spatiotemporal properties of visual and auditory stimuli as they are processed at sensory neurons, piriform activity appears randomly distributed, without a clear mapping of physicochemical features ([@bib49]). A combination of computational models and calcium imaging has, however, shown piriform circuits, although they are qualitatively different, can support perceptual invariance amid changes in concentration and across different odorants ([@bib39]; [@bib43]). Similarly, neural tracing experiments in mice support that, although olfactory circuitry differs from other sensory modalities, odor-related information is represented along equally structured neuroanatomical pathways, as in the piriform output projecting to the orbitofrontal cortex ([@bib6]).

One possibility is that only one or few receptors of the many that detect an odorant actually convey percept. The evolutionary landscape should accordingly be coupled to biologically relevant or frequently encountered features of the chemical space, as has been implied by characterizations of receptors highly tuned for musk and onion-related compounds ([@bib2]; [@bib37]), in addition to the highly conserved trace amine-associated receptors (TAARs) and their importance in modulating behavioral output in mice ([@bib10]). In our analyses, the OR specialized for musk was not a top candidate for musk predictions but contributed strongly to predictions of "sweaty." Since methods for selecting and ranking ORs depend on characteristics of the available data, interpretations should be cautious, acknowledging that the human OR data are sparse and the participants and chemical sets from the ATLAS and Keller studies are not exhaustive. Yet from these same considerations the positive results achieved are unexpected, especially when compared with predictions of odor perception using chemical features.

Odorant receptors (ORs) are also expressed in non-olfactory tissues. Ligands for certain ORs have been shown to modify the function and proliferation of multiple cell types. Although the precise mechanisms are not well defined, ORs represent promising therapeutic targets. Ligands for ORs such as OR51E1, OR10G7, and OR1D2, which were included in this study, are candidate treatments for conditions ranging from prostate cancer and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) to atopic dermatitis ([@bib18]; [@bib32]; [@bib51]). We therefore anticipate that the predictions and the analysis of known and candidate OR ligands from this study will also have value in non-olfactory studies.

Limitations of the Study {#sec3.1}
------------------------

The computational approach presented in the study is restricted by training sets from previously deorphanized human odorant receptors (OR) determined by *in vitro* assays. Only a small fraction of the human OR family has been deorphanized *in vitro*, thereby limiting the identification of the optimally predictive ORs in this study. Moreover, the number of chemicals with well-defined perceptual profiles determined behaviorally is small relative to the space of chemicals that are likely to have odorant properties. Since the computational approach we outlined depends on the size and complexity of OR and perceptual datasets, our results should be interpreted alongside these limitations.
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Methods {#sec4}
=======
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